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 · Google Home will now let you play video clips from YouTube.WhatsApp is messaging app that can be used for phone calls,
text messages, and free calls. Join our community, meet new people and have fun. You can also check how you can quit and
block WhatsApp from your mobile.WhatsApp allows you to stay in touch with your friends and family. Check out the new

WhatsApp in the app store for your iPhone, Android and Windows 10.This website shows you how to use the video to make
your words stand out and not look like spam. How to Use Video on Instagram: Top 5 Tips.How to use Video in Instagram, 3

steps to get started. Your content may not be worth sharing without video.5 Essential Steps to Prepare Video Content for
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Blogs, and More.WhatsApp is a cross-platform instant messaging application developed by
Facebook for smartphones and tablets. The application is available for most Android, iOS, BlackBerry, and Windows Phone
operating systems. Google has just introduced a new feature on YouTube that helps you craft video content that's perfectly

suited for the platform.Tip: Click in the top right corner of the video to get to the video controls. Next. The site will create a
playlist of videos for you, so you dont need to create your own playlist. Once you have watched the video, you can add the video

to the mobile app and share it with friends.Aug 07, 2018 Whatsapp is now offering video calling on its Android app, which is
just a year after the service began working on iPhones. The update comes just a few weeks after its messaging platform rolled

out video calling for iOS users.Aug 27, 2018 Video call anyone on WhatsApp with new upcoming update [VIDEO]. WhatsApp
for Android has now been updated to version 2.17.18. The latest version brings WhatsApp Calling for Android phones.This

video calls feature lets you initiate a video call with a contact who doesn't have WhatsApp. Now you can make free voice and
video calls on WhatsApp. Change your nickname to something else or delete it. Select your video. WhatsApp on Android:

What’s new in the latest version?. In other words, if you want to use the feature, all you have to do is give the video to a contact,
even if theyre not on WhatsApp. We've updated WhatsApp to make it easier to navigate and share links to videos, so you can

enjoy movies on YouTube, Vimeo, or Facebook even easier. You can link videos to a particular 82157476af
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